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Good morning everyone.  My name is Akadej Taechakaesaree or Benz like “Mercedes 

Benz”.  I came from Thailand and I have been in Seattle for one and a half year. I noticed that 

there are a lot of Thai restaurants around the Seattle area, so I think that Thai cuisine is popular 

among Seattle people.    

Because of that, today I want to teach you some useful phrases when you go to a Thai 

restaurant. Imagine that you go to some Thai restaurants for the first time. You have no idea 

what to order, so it is a good idea to ask your server what is good but how. And this comes to our 

first phrase “อะไร อร่อย (A-rai-a-roi)” .This phrase consists of two words, “A-rai” which means 

what and “A-roi” which mean delicious. So this phrase literally means what is delicious.   

Thai Cuisine is famous for spiciness and I know that everyone has different preferred 

taste, some like very spicy food some cannot eat spicy at all. Therefore, it is a good idea to order 

the level of spiciness for your dish after you finish ordering but how can we do that. It is very 

simple in Thai to order spiciness. I want to divide the level of spiciness into 3 levels, no spicy, 

medium spicy and very spicy. To make it simple, I want to decompose these 3 phrases. First, 

spicy in Thai is เผ็ด “Ped” then I want to move to other three words, no, medium and very. “No” 

in Thai is  ไม ่“mai”, medium in Thai is กลาง “klang” and the last but not least, very in Thai is มาก 

“mark”. After you know these words, you can combine them. For example “Mai-ped” means no 



spicy, “ped-klang” means medium spicy and “ped-mark” means very spicy. Now you can enjoy 

the taste that you like. 

After you enjoy your meal, you want to tell the chef that his food is very delicious but 

how to say that. You already know the words delicious and very, so the last word that you have 

to know is food and food in Thai is “R-harn”. After you know all the words, you just put them 

together and it will become อาหารอร่อยมาก “R-harn-A-roi-Mark”. Now you can tell the chef that his 

food is really good. 

After you know useful phrases in Thai, I want to move to the different between structure 

in English and Thai. As you can see from the phrases that we talked about today, none of them 

has “be verb”. In Thai, we just put subject and adjective together without using be verb which is 

totally different from English that we have to use be verb to connect subject and adjective 

together. 

To sum up, I want to repeat all the phrases that we talked about today. First, “A-rai-A-

roi”, which means what is delicious. Next phrases are use for ordering level of spiciness which 

are “Mai-ped”,”ped-klang” and “Ped-mak” which mean no spicy, medium spicy and very spicy 

respectively. The last phrase that we talk about is “R-harn-A-roi-mak” which mean the food is 

very delicious. I hope everyone will enjoy Thai cuisine. Thank you 

 

 

 

 



Exercise Sheet 

Matching 

Please match Thai phrases (left column) with meaning in English (right column) 

- A-rai-A-roi        very spicy 

- Mai-ped        food is very delicious 

- Ped-klang        no spicy 

- Ped-mak        what is delicious 

- R-harn-A-roi-mak       medium spicy 

 


